
Case Number Release Note

00053037 The Edit Budget Details page loads more quickly when there are a large number of line items on the page.

00060148 The Comment box on the iPhone app is now larger to show more content.

00060290 In the Planning module, for draft capital plans, the table will now maintain sorting order after changes are applied.

00065619

In a particular circumstance, the report column "Amount Less Retainage" (Net Actuals Paid) will now factor in only retainage amounts that 

are applicable to paid items, eliminating inaccurate negative amounts.

00068590 When adding a Schedule Template, the creation date now reflects the user’s time zone.

00068918 For process imports, an error no longer occurs if the functionality selected does not correspond to the selected data.

00069050 The Reports formula that calculates the difference between two dates no longer generates an error when used.

00069126 When overriding a workflow, the "Do not Notify" check box now work as expected for comment notifications as well.

00069201 Invoice item custom field column names will wrap if they exceed the fixed width of the grid columns.

00069214 Sorting values when editing process data fields now works as expected.

00069216

In particular circumstances, in the Cost module, a page error no longer occurs when line item descriptions span multiple lines and possibly 

include a paragraph mark.

00069231 In the Forms module, a java script error no longer occurs when a form has a long subject line.

00069312 In the Contacts module, date custom fields now save properly.

00069328 The ‘welcome’ message and the 'user name and password' message will now include all the appropriate information.

00069331 The Actual Costs page and others that have the project search drop-down list will now load more quickly.

00069360 Calendar event locations with spaces are no longer showing the escape characters instead of the space.

00069437 In a particular circumstance, when external users reply to multiple submittal package items at once, an error no longer occurs.

00069468 In the Reports module, directional icons now display within the visible area on machines with low resolutions running Internet Explorer 8.

00069470 Regardless of the .mpp file format (2003, 2007, 2010), the schedule will now import all of the tasks and display them properly.

00069508 On the Invoice Details page, an error no longer occurs when an item description includes quotation marks.

00069523 Marking a commitment invoice paid no longer causes a page error.

00069541 In particular circumstances, when taking action on a process instance, clicking Workflow Override will not cause an error.

00069597 When using Internet Explorer 7 or 8, the 'Add Note' tooltip now displays when attempting to reopen a submittal package.

00069604

When printing reports using Excel 2007, information will no longer be cut off at the top and/or bottom of each cell. The default font has 

been changed from Segoe UI to Arial to prevent this from happening.

00069724 On the Home tab calendar, the present date will now be highlighted in red.
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00069849 In the Schedule module, selecting a date from the calendar will no longer cause the page to jump to the top.

00069853 In the Schedule module, there is no longer a scrolling lag when updating multiple tasks.

00069925 In a particular circumstance, creating a new submittal package will no longer create more than one package of the same name.
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